Redefining Career Readiness

All-Course Content Index

Exploring Your Potential™

This all-course index is a list of topics covered in Exploring Your Potential™
organized in the order in which the parts appear. The topic are listed in
alphabetical order with the course and module the topic is covered in.
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A
academic sources of information, C1M5
accelerators in entrepreneurial ecosystems, C4M2
accountability partners, C4M1
accountant support, C4M3
action, taking
to follow passion, C1M2v3
to meet people, C2M6
action plan for dealing with obstacles, C1M3
Activating Your Plan, C4M1–M6
entrepreneurial mindset, C4M2
Grand Plan, C4M4
leadership, C4M5
major life decision making, C4M1
money management, C4M3
surrounding yourself with success, C4M6
active learning style, C2M5
adaptability
creating opportunities, C2M2v2
in Grand Plan, C4M4v3
keeping options open, C1M4v1
open mindedness in applying skills and interests, C2M1v2
sampling your chosen industry, C1M6v2
stockpiling opportunities, C3M2
strategizing your plan, C4M4
adding value in relationships, C3M6v2
advisors and mentors. See mentors and advisors
advisory board, C3M6, C3M6v2, C4M4v2
alternate economy, as trending job source, C4M2
alternative work lifestyles, C1M4
ambition for leadership, assessing, C4M5
angel network stakeholders in entrepreneurial ecosystem, C4M2
appreciation in relationship building, C3M6
art industry, C1M6v2
assets and liabilities, assessing, C2M1
attitudes, as perspective influencers, C3M2
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audience consideration
for earning credibility and respect, C2M2
sharing your story, C3M1
and social media, C3M5
for social media presence, C3M5
tailoring your introduction to, C3M1v2
Avon, C1M1v2
B
Baby Boomer Generation, C3M1
bank stakeholders in entrepreneurial ecosystems, C4M2
barter as compensation, C4M3
basic skill level, C3M2
Beats by Dre, C3M3v3
Beck, Elvina, C4M2v2
Beinecke, Jessica, C4M5
being yourself, importance of, C1M3, C4M6. See also Who You Are
benefits, employee, C4M3
Berger, Lauren, C3M4v3
best version of self, presenting, C3M1
bills, managing, C4M3
Bloomberg, Mike, C2M2v2
Bloomberg Businessweek, C1M5, C2M2v2, C2M4v3
board of advisors, C3M6, C3M6v2, C4M4v2
bonuses, compensation, C4M3
boundary setting with problematic influences, C4M6
brain trust, C4M4v2
branding yourself
being interesting, C3M4
brand audit, C3M4
defining, C3M4
for earning credibility and respect, C2M2
lifestyle brand, C2M1v3
overview, C3M4, C3M4v1
presentation of brand, C3M4v2
reinventing yourself, C3M4, C3M4v3
strategic perspective, C3M4
See also networking
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B-School Connection Resource Center, C1M5
budgeting, C4M3, C4M3v3
businesses, new world leadership in, C4M5. See also entrepreneurship
business opportunities and licenses, C1M4
business plan for life, C4M4
Butt, Naeema N., C4M5
buying an existing business, C1M4
C
capitalizing on opportunities, C2M4
career choices
aligning with who you are, C1M1
major life decisions on, C4M1
Cascone, James, C2M3v2
cash flow, building career sustainability, C4M5
Casnocha, Ben, C3M5v2
Castro, Brittney, C4M3v3
centers of influence, visiting, C4M6
challenges. See obstacles
chance encounters, sharing your story in, C3M1
change agents, leaders as, C4M5
changing paths, major life decision times, C4M1
chief content officer (CCO), C2M5v2
Citrus Studios, Inc., C4M3v2
Clark, Brian, C2M5v2
comfortability with new people, assessing, C3M1
comfort zone, leaving to grasp opportunities, C3M2, C3M2v2
commission, as compensation, C4M3
Common, C2M4v2
communication
as core competency, C2M4
sharing your story, C3M1, C3M1v3, C3M2v2, C3M5
in surrounding yourself with success, C4M6v2
of your uniqueness, C3M1v3
See also branding yourself
company stakeholders in entrepreneurial ecosystems, C4M2
compensation strategies, C3M3, C4M3
confidence, and building your brand, C3M4v3
connections. See networking
consistency, and building your brand, C3M4v3
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consultant, C1M4
control of career path, through leverage, C3M3, C3M5, C4M3v3
copywriting, C2M5v2
core competencies
choosing your trajectory, C2M4
employer perspective, C2M4
list of employer-desired, C2M4
overview, C2M4, C2M4v1
soft skills’ importance, C2M4
technology’s role in, C2M4v2
writing skill, C2M4v3
co-working spaces, C2M5, C4M2
creativity, C2M4
credibility and respect
being a person of substance, C2M2
and branding, C3M4
earning, C2M2, C2M2v2
game plan, C2M2
as leadership skill, C3M2v3
overview, C2M2, C2M2v1
and sharing your story, C3M1v3
standards of success, C2M2
credit cards, C4M3
critical thinking/decision making, as core competency, C2M4
cross-cultural understanding, C3M6, C4M5
cross-pollinating industries, C2M3, C2M3v2
curiosity, cultivating, C1M5, C2M5, C4M5
D
Dar, Ami, C1M4v4
debt management, C4M3
decision making
as core competency, C2M4
evaluating goals for best decision, C4M1v2
major life decisions, C4M1
Deloitte Advisory, C2M3v2
Design Management Company, C2M6v2
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Discovering Your Options, C1M1–M6
information resources, C1M5
Opportunity Spectrum, C1M4
overcoming obstacles, C1M3
sampling of opportunities, C1M6
visioning (dreaming big), C1M2
Who Are You?, C1M1
discretionary effort, C2M4, C2M4v1
downward spirals, decision making leading to, C4M1
drama and getting stuck in obstacles, avoiding, C1M3v1
Dream Big
overview, C1M2, C1M2v1, C4M4
passion discovery, C1M2
persistence, C1M2v2
vision, C1M2, C1M2v3
E
earning money, C4M3
economist, thinking like, C4M2
education
for career sustainability, C4M5
continuing, C2M5v1, C4M5
financial, C4M3
funding sources for, C4M3
major life decisions on, C4M1
methods for different time contexts, C2M5
new world leaders, C4M5
as one key to success trajectory, C2M4
tailoring with Real World University, C2M5
educators
adding to your network, C2M6
as stakeholders in entrepreneurial ecosystems, C4M2
emotional counseling resources, C1M1
emotional support, for career sustainability, C4M5
employer perspective
core competencies, C2M4
importance of prospective employee’s brand to, C3M4
what they are looking for from talent, C3M3
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employment
entrepreneurial mindset as employee, C4M2
money aspect of traditional job, C4M3
spectrum of options for, C1M4
Empowering Youths Through Entrepreneurship (EYE), C4M5
entertainers and creatives, adding to network, C2M6
entrepreneurial capacity, C4M2, C4M6
entrepreneurial ecosystems, C4M2
entrepreneurial mindset
measuring capacity for, C4M2
opportunity recognition, C4M2v2
overview, C4M2, C4M2v1, C4M2v2, C4M3v2
partnering, C4M2
range of opportunities, C4M2
risk and failure, C4M2, C4M2v2
value of, C4M2
entrepreneurs, adding to network, C2M6
entrepreneurship
connecting needs with skills, C1M4v4
as core competency, C2M4
methods to try out, C1M6
negotiation in, C3M3v2
in Opportunity Spectrum, C1M4, C1M4v1
social, C4M3, C4M4v3, C4M5, C4M5v3
and social media, C3M5v2
stepping outside comfort zone, C3M2v2
environmental issues, leadership in, C4M5
environment consideration
creating success-based for yourself, C4M6
for earning credibility and respect, C2M2
equity as compensation, C4M3
Eskanazi, Paul, C3M3v3
Estes, Curtis, C4M4v2
ethics, as core competency, C2M4
executives, adding to your network, C2M6
expectations
and earning credibility and respect, C2M2
employer, C2M4, C3M3
others’ expectations of you, C1M3
See also vision
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experience
influences on perspective from, C3M2
in Opportunity Spectrum, C1M4
sampling different career options, C1M6
experience-driven lifestyles, C1M4
expertise consideration for earning credibility and respect, C2M2
extroversion, C3M1
EYE (Empowering Youths Through Entrepreneurship), C4M5
F
failures
decision making leading to, C4M1
entrepreneurial mindset, C4M2, C4M2v2
as guideposts to success, C1M1v2, C1M2v3, C1M3v2
family, in building career sustainability, C4M5
fears
around money, C4M3v3
and entrepreneurial mindset, C4M2v1
Fellbaum, Paula, C3M2v3
Fernández de Córdova, Sergio, C4M5v3
filters, as perspective influencers, C3M2
Financial Alliance, C1M2v2
financial decisions. See money management
financial education, C4M3, C4M3v3
Financially Wise Women, C4M3v3
financial planner, C4M3, C4M3v3, C4M4v2
financial support
for career sustainability, C4M5
fundraising, C4M3, C4M3v2, C4M4v3
venture capital, C4M2, C4M3
first impression
creating through branding, C3M4
introducing yourself, C1M1, C2M2
flexibility. See adaptability
FocalPoint Partners, C3M3v2
follow-through in relationship building, C3M6
food industry, working with as financial consultant, C2M3v2
foreign country, living in, C1M6
foreign language learning, C1M6
Foundation Center, C4M3, C4M4v3
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franchising, C1M4
freedom, as theme of successful young people, C2M4
friends, in building career sustainability, C4M5
full-time employment, C1M4
functions at work
applying skills to, C1M4
sampling in tasting opportunities, C1M6
fundraising, C4M3, C4M3v2, C4M4v3
future plans/goals, in your introduction video, C1M1
G
Galan, Nely, C1M1v2
General Assembly, C2M4v2
Generation X, C3M1
Generation Y, C3M1
Generation Z, C3M1
geography, as perspective influencer, C3M2
Gladwell, Malcolm, C4M4
global learning style, C2M5
global perspective
accessing power and influence, C4M6
adopting, C3M2
as core competency, C2M4
and new world leadership, C4M5, C4M5v3, C4M6v2
in relationship building, C3M6
goals
evaluating for best decision, C4M1v2
as fodder for research questions, C1M5
for fundraising, C4M3
life plan, C1M2, C1M2v3
and money management, C4M3
planning with your top five, C4M4
setting for success, C4M1
value in strategizing your plan, C4M4
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Google
as resource for career information, C1M5
as source of information about you, C3M4
government job setting, C1M6
government stakeholders in entrepreneurial ecosystems, C4M2
Grand Plan
activating your plan, C4M4, C4M4v3
goals and milestones, C4M4
making dreams possible, C4M4
overview, C4M4, C4M4v1
strategic perspective, C4M4, C4M4v2
tipping point, C4M4
H
hackathons in entrepreneurial ecosystems, C4M2
Hamilton, Tom, C1M2v3
happiness with work
as common theme of successful young people, C2M4
fostering by dreaming big, C1M2
importance of strategic perspective on, C1M4
See also passion in work/life
Hargreaves, Brad, C2M4v2
hashtags, C3M5
health in building career sustainability, C4M5
Hill, Napoleon, C4M4v2
Hinman, Brian, C1M6v2
Hoffman, Reid, C3M5v2
honest self-assessment, C2M1, C2M1v1
hourly wage, C4M3
I
i.am.+, C3M2v2
i.am.angel Foundation, C3M2
Idealist, C1M4v4
Ideal Life
exploring the Opportunity Spectrum to create, C1M4
stages, C1M2
visioning, C1M2
identity, establishing. See Who You Are
image management. See branding yourself
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impact, value of knowing in strategizing your plan, C4M4
Impact Investors, C4M3
implementation. See Activating Your Plan
incubators in entrepreneurial ecosystems, C4M2
independent contractor, C1M4
industries
assessing your value to, C2M1
dynamism of current environment, C2M3
exploring opportunities, C1M4, C1M4v1, C1M6
finding your universe, C2M3
integrating different, C2M3, C2M3v2
sampling, C1M6, C1M6v2
and tools for presenting yourself, C2M1, C2M1v2
industry experts, adding to your network, C2M6
industry organizations as source of information, C1M5
influencers
accessing, C2M6, C4M6
advisory board, C3M6, C3M6v2, C4M4v2
importance in social impact leadership roles, C4M5v2
learning leadership skills from, C4M5
and making best life decisions, C4M1
and new world leadership, C4M5v3
on perspective, C3M2
influences
telling story of your, C1M1v1
those holding you back vs. those that show what you love, C1M1
influencing, as soft skill, C2M4
information, power of
best answers from best questions, C1M5
getting curious about options that excite you, C1M5, C1M5v1, C1M5v2
Google as source of information about you, C3M4
identifying resources in your industry of interest, C2M3
importance of questions, C1M5
leadership opportunities, C4M5
presenting yourself to industries/companies, C2M1
step-by-step for online research, C1M5
value of research in strategizing your plan, C4M4
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initiative
in managing career earnings, C4M3
in offering value, C2M1v2
inner circle, C3M6
innovation, as core competency, C2M4
integrity
as leadership quality, C4M5
protecting your, C4M6
intellectual curiosity, cultivating, C1M5, C2M5, C4M5
interesting, being, C3M4
interests
finding industries to support your, C1M4
keeping open mind to alternatives, C2M1v2
sampling, C1M6
See also passion in work/life
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent societies, C4M5v2
InternQueen.com, C3M4v3
internships, C1M4, C1M6, C3M4v3, C4M6
interpersonal skills, C2M4, C2M4v1. See also relationships
introducing yourself
comfortablity assessment, C3M1
crafting your pitch, C1M1, C2M2
See also Sculpting Your Value Proposition
introversion, C3M1
intuitive learning style, C2M5
investments, managing, C4M3
investors, adding to your network, C2M6
J
JCI, C4M6v2
Jeanty, Katleen, C4M3
Jibu Water, C4M5
Jim Henson Company, C3M3v3
job options, multitude of, C1M4v1. See also opportunities
job security, in building career sustainability, C4M5
justice, new world leadership, C4M5
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K
Kam, Lilly, C3M2v2
Kaston, Josh, C1M2v2
Kaston, Scott, C2M1v2
Katzman, John, C1M5v2
Kollie, Barsee, C4M5
Kovács, Patrick, C4M5
Kushell, Jennifer
Activating Your Plan, C4M1v1, C4M2v1, C4M3v1, C4M4v1, C4M5v1, C4M6v1
Discovering Your Options, C1M1v1, C1M2v1, C1M3v1, C1M4v1, C1M5v1, C1M6v1
role models as mentors, C4M6
Sculpting Your Value Proposition, C2M1v1, C2M2v1, C2M3v1, C2M4v1, C2M5v1,
C2M6v1
Selling Yourself, C3M1v1, C3M2v1, C3M3v1, C3M4v1, C3M5v1, C3M6v1
L
language, learning an industry’s, C2M3
leadership
ambition assessment, C4M5
as core competency, C2M4
defining, C4M5, C4M5v1
and entrepreneurial mindset, C4M2v1
forms of, C4M5
foundation for, C4M5
new world leaders, C4M5
as personal credibility, C3M2v3
relying on your team, C4M5v2
socially conscious opportunities, C4M5, C4M5v3
tailoring to your potential, C4M5
values-based, C4M5
learning styles, C2M5
legal considerations for fundraising for business, C4M3
legal job setting, trying out, C1M6
leverage
creating, C3M3, C3M3v1, C3M3v2
financial, C4M3v3
maximizing your value, C3M3
social networks, C3M5
liabilities and assets, assessing, C2M1
life decisions. See major life decisions
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life lessons, getting clear on, C1M1, C1M1v2
life plan goals, C1M2
life profile, C1M1, C1M1v1
life purpose. See passion in work/life; Who You Are
lifestyle
exploring your best work, C1M4
major life decisions on, C4M1
as perspective filter, C3M2
lifestyle brand, working with, C2M1v3
LinkedIn, C3M5v2
linking social media accounts, C3M5
listening, social impact leadership, C4M5, C4M5v2
location/home, major life decisions on, C4M1
location of work, finding your best, C1M4. See also industries
long-tail effect of leadership influence, C4M5
M
Macy’s Inc., C2M1v2
Madan Belfwi, C4M3
major life decisions
choosing right path for you, C4M1, C4M1v2
goal-setting for, C4M1
leading to success or failure, C4M1
overview, C4M1, C4M1v1
passive vs. proactive approaches, C4M1
prioritizing, C4M1
types, C4M1
Mamann, Nancy, C3M4v2
Mamann Group, C3M4v2
marketing yourself. See Selling Yourself
Master Your Universe
cross-pollinating industries, C2M3
expansion of specialty, C2M3v2
industry interests, C2M3
learning industry terminology, C2M3
overview, C2M3, C2M3v1
Mateschitz, Dietrich, C2M1v3
McAndrew, Steve, C4M5v2
media stakeholders in entrepreneurial ecosystems, C4M2
memorability, in introducing yourself, C1M1
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mentors and advisors
adding to your network, C2M6
for earning credibility and respect, C2M2
in Grand Plan, C4M4v3
relating to, C3M6
role models as, C4M6
milestones, Grand Plan, C4M4
military career, trying out, C1M6
Millennials, C3M1
Mobley, Cuttino, C1M3v2
model of work, finding your chosen, C1M4
money management
as core competency, C2M4
earnings, C4M3
financial decisions, C4M1, C4M3
financial ignorance vs. education, C4M3
financial planning, C4M3v3
fundraising, C4M3, C4M3v2, C4M3v3
geared to achieve goals, C4M1
overview, C4M3, C4M3v1
social impact, C4M3
money/salary strategies, C3M3, C4M3
multiple points of contact in relationship building, C3M6
multiple streams of income, cultivating, C4M3
Murray, Bryce, C2M1
Murray, Kat Eller, C3M1v3
Musk, Elon, C1M2v3
My Pitch, C1M1
My Story, C1M1
N
negotiation
cultivating talent of, C3M3, C3M3v1, C3M3v2
financial management, C4M3v3
and leverage, C3M3
money assessment, C3M3
planning steps for, C3M3v2
win-win goal, C3M3, C3M3v3
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networking
advisory board, C3M6, C3M6v2, C4M4v2
appropriate relationship levels, C2M6
and co-working spaces, C2M5
elements of effective, C2M6v2
and entrepreneurial mindset, C4M2
gauging appropriate contact level, C2M6
leverage in, C3M5
overview, C2M6, C2M6v1
private social networks, C3M5, C3M5v1
process of connection, C2M6v2
strategic perspective, C2M6
taking action to meet people, C2M6
value of, C2M3v2
wish list for, C2M6
See also social media
news as source of information, C1M5
new world leaders, C4M5, C4M5v3, C4M6v2
New York Global Leadership Dialogue, C4M5v3
Nexon America, C3M2v3
nonprofit sector, C1M4v4, C4M5v2
nonverbal communication, C3M1
The Noodle Companies, C1M5v2
Northwestern Mutual Wealth Management Company, C4M4v2
notes, value of taking, C1M5
O
Obenson, Arrey, C4M6v2
obstacles
action plan for dealing with, C1M3
art of thinking through, C1M3
identifying and addressing, C1M3
QuarterLife Crisis, C1M3
separating your goals from others’ goals for you, C1M3
transforming into opportunities, C1M3, C1M3v2, C3M2
and value proposition, C2M3
See also failures
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The Ocean Cleanup, C4M5
older professionals as resources for soft skill advice, C2M4
online presence, managing, C3M5
open-minded approach to life, C3M2. See also adaptability
operating agreement, C4M2
opportunities
breadth of, C1M2v3
current wealth of, C1M4, C4M6
exploring possibilities, C1M4, C1M4v2, C1M6
finding your best, C1M4
honing your pitch to connect with, C1M1
importance of adaptive and broad-ranging thinking, C2M2v2
learning to access multiple, C1M4v3
locations for work, C1M4
planning to include changes in, C4M4
pulling together a variety of skills and interests to create, C2M1v2
recognizing. See opportunity recognition
transforming challenges into, C1M3, C1M3v2, C3M2
opportunity recognition
and adding variety to resume, C3M2v3
entrepreneurial mindset, C4M2
global perspective, C3M2
importance in Grand Plan, C4M4v3
moving beyond comfort zone, C3M2, C3M2v2
overview, C3M2, C3M2v1
perspective for, C3M2
preferences, C3M2
stockpiling opportunities, C3M2
Opportunity Spectrum, C1M4, C1M4v1, C4M2
optimism, value of, C4M4v2
other people’s life goals vs. yours, C1M3
overtime pay, C4M3
ownership mentality, C4M2
owning your life plan, C1M3, C4M1v1
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P
partnership, entrepreneurial, C4M2
part-time employment, C1M4
passion in work/life
earning money while doing work you love, C4M3
following to different opportunities, C1M4v3
fostering by dreaming big, C1M2
importance of following, C1M2v3
and new world leadership, C4M5v3
and owning your life plan, C1M3
passive approach
to decision making, C4M1
to interacting with people, C3M1
to money management, C4M3
people
as networking resources, C2M6, C4M2
as sources of information, C1M5
See also relationships
people skills
as core competency, C2M4v1
in creating value proposition, C2M6
importance for leadership role, C4M5
See also relationships
persistence, value of, C1M3v2, C2M6v2, C3M6v2, C4M2v2
personal balance sheet, C2M1
personal fire drill, C4M1
personality
appealing to emotions with, C1M1
presenting yourself style, C2M1
personal skills, C2M4
person of substance, being, C2M2
perspective
advantages of changing, C3M2
employer, C2M4, C3M3, C3M4
expanding through research, C1M5
transforming challenges into opportunities, C1M3
See also global perspective; strategic perspective
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photo for online profile, C3M5
Pietsch, Sam, C1M1, C3M1v2
Pinterest vision board, C1M2
pitch, creating your, C1M1, C2M2
place of work, finding your best, C1M4. See also industries
planning to activate your career. See Grand Plan
PodShare, C4M2v2
politicians, adding to your network, C2M6
Pollock, Ellen, C2M2v2, C2M4v3
positive peer pressure, C4M5
power and influence, accessing, C2M6, C4M6
preferences, perspective influences on, C3M2
presenting yourself, C2M1. See also branding yourself
Princeton, Lloyd, C2M6v2
The Princeton Review, C1M5v2
priorities
in decision making, C4M1
for goals, C4M4
in Grand Plan, C4M4v2
in money management, C4M3
private equity stakeholders in entrepreneurial ecosystems, C4M2
private social networks, C3M5, C3M5v1
proactive approach
to decision making, C4M1
to interacting with people, C3M1
to money management, C4M3, C4M3v1
problem-solving skills, importance of, C2M4v2
productivity, and discretionary effort, C2M4
professional achievement, as theme of successful young people, C2M4
professional development, C2M4, C2M5v1, C4M5. See also education
professional relationships
cultivating, C3M6, C3M6v1, C3M6v2
as key to your career development, C2M4
and leadership, C4M5
professional skills, C2M4
profiles on social media, building, C3M5
project-based compensation, C4M3
projects, funding sources, C4M3
public-private partnerships, C4M2
public speaking, creating your pitch video, C1M1
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Q
QuarterLife Crisis, C1M1v1, C1M3
questions
learning to ask the right, C1M5
value of intellectual curiosity, C2M5
R
Radia, Nishen, C3M3v2
Rainmaker Digital, C2M5v2
raising money/capital, C4M3, C4M3v2, C4M3v3
real estate, trying out, C1M6
Real World University
copywriting, C2M5v2
co-working spaces, C2M5
ideal learning experience, C2M5
intellectual curiosity, C2M5
learning styles, C2M5
overview, C2M5, C2M5v1
recognizing opportunities. See opportunity recognition
recruitment, talent, C2M1v3, C2M6v2, C3M2v3
Red Bull, C2M1
refined skill level, C3M2
reflective learning style, C2M5
reinventing yourself, C3M4
relationships
advisory board, C3M6, C3M6v2, C4M4v2
critical types, C3M6
global perspective, C2M4
interpersonal skills, C2M4, C2M4v1
maintaining contacts, C3M6
mentors. See mentors and advisors
and opportunity recognition, C3M2
professional. See professional relationships
social media, C3M5, C3M5v2
See also networking
relevant experience, in introduction video, C1M1
reputation, building, C2M2, C2M2v1, C3M4. See also credibility and respect
research. See information
respectfulness toward others, C2M2, C3M6. See also credibility and respect
resumes, C2M1
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retail industry, C2M1v2
risk taking
and entrepreneurial mindset, C4M2, C4M2v1
fundraising analysis, C4M3
importance in standing out, C3M2v2
ROAM Communications, C3M1v3
role models, cultivating strong, C4M6
Roongta, Rishi, C1M4v3
rotations, sampling career paths through, C1M6
S
salary, C4M3
sampling different career options
art industry, C1M6v2
following your desires, C1M6
functions/interest/industries triad, C1M6
overview, C1M6, C1M6v1
trying out career types and settings, C1M6
savings, C4M3, C4M3v2, C4M5
schools as stakeholders in entrepreneurial ecosystems, C4M2
science lab, trying out, C1M6
sculpting your environment, C2M2, C4M6
Sculpting Your Value Proposition, C2M1–M6
building your network, C2M6
core competencies, C2M4
earning credibility and respect, C2M2
as key to personal brand, C3M4v2
Master Your Universe, C2M3
Real World University, C2M5
your offering, C2M1
Secrets of the Young & Successful (Kushell), C2M2
self-assessment
assets and liabilities, C2M1
determining your value, C2M1, C2M1v3
overview, C2M1, C2M1v1
presenting yourself, C2M1, C2M1v2
self-awareness
connecting with core of self, C1M1, C4M1
and online presence management, C3M5
See also Who You Are
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self-direction, importance of, C2M5v2
Selling Yourself, C3M1–M6
building your brand, C3M4
creating leverage and negotiating, C3M3
cultivating professional relationships, C3M6
managing your social networks, C3M5
recognizing opportunities, C3M2
storytelling skills, C3M1
sensing learning style, C2M5
sequential learning style, C2M5
sharing your story. See storytelling
Simon, Sonia, C2M5v2
skills
core competencies, C2M4, C2M4v1
functions at work that support, C1M4
integration of, C2M4v2
keeping open mind to alternative applications, C2M1v2
levels, C3M2
presenting yourself to industries/companies, C2M1, C2M1v2
sampling different, C1M6
stockpiling opportunities based on, C3M2
storytelling, C3M1
tiers of, C3M2
using as leverage, C3M3
See also soft skills
Slat, Boyan, C4M5
smile, power of the, C3M1
SoCap (Social Capital), C4M3
social entrepreneurship, C4M3, C4M4v3, C4M5, C4M5v3
social franchise model, C4M5
social life, major life decisions on, C4M1
socially conscious business, C4M3, C4M4v3, C4M5, C4M5v3
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social media
downside of avoiding, C3M5
engaging content, C3M5
managing your presence, C3M5
online presence assessment, C3M5, C3M5v2
overview, C3M5, C3M5v1
profile building, C3M5
relationships through, C3M5, C3M5v2
as source of information, C1M5
as source of networking opportunities, C2M6
thoughtful engagement to gain influence, C4M6
soft skills
as core competency, C2M4, C2M4v1, C2M4v3
in creating value proposition, C2M6
importance for leadership role, C4M5
See also networking
SpaceX, C1M2v3
spirituality, major life decisions on, C4M1
spouse or significant other/children, major life decisions on, C4M1
stakeholders in entrepreneurial ecosystems, C4M2
standards of success, C2M2
standing out from the crowd, C3M4v1
The Startup of You (Casnocha), C3M5v2
startups
and entrepreneurial mindset, C4M2v2
funding sources, C4M3
and getting curious about your options, C1M5v2
money aspect of, C4M3
and social media, C3M5v2
as trending job sources, C4M2
trying out, C1M4
staying in touch in relationship building, C3M6
STEM skills, C3M2v2
stockpiling opportunities, C3M2
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storytelling
building your brand, C3M4, C3M4v3
chance encounters, C3M1
comfortability assessment, C3M1
content creation on social networks, C3M5
crafting your story, C3M1, C3M1v2
overview, C3M1, C3M1v1
stepping outside comfort zone, C3M2, C3M2v2
strengths assessment, C3M1
ubiquity of selling yourself, C3M1
strategic perspective
assessing your value, C2M1
building your brand steps, C3M4
for earning credibility and respect, C2M2
in Grand Plan, C4M4, C4M4v2
on happiness with work/career, C1M4
on networking, C2M6
online presence, C3M5
in trying out career options, C1M6
strengths
assessing, C2M1
for sharing your story/introducing self, C3M1
using as leverage, C3M3
success
accessing power and influence, C4M6
decision making leading to, C4M1
defining for yourself, C4M6
establishing level of, C2M2
evaluating your environment, C4M6
failures as guideposts to, C1M1v2, C1M2v3, C1M3v2
global perspective, C4M6v2
objectives, C4M6
recognizing opportunity as key to, C3M2v1
role models, C4M6
setting boundaries, C4M6
standards of, C2M2
subjectivity of, C4M6
surrounding yourself with, C4M6, C4M6v1
themes of successful young people, C2M4
visioning, C1M2
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support system for your success, C4M6. See also networking
survival vs. thriving in work you love, C4M3
sustainability
building the foundation, C4M5
as core competency, C2M4
and money, C4M3
UN’s Sustainable Development Goals, C3M2
Sustainable Development Fund, UN, C4M5v3
T
talent acquisition, C2M1v3, C2M6v2, C3M2v3
Talent Assessment, C2M1
talents, using as leverage, C3M3
technology, as core competency, C2M4, C2M4v2
Telemundo, C1M1
telling your story. See storytelling
temp placement, C1M4, C1M6
Teoh, Michael, C4M1v2
terminology, industry-specific, C2M3
Think and Grow Rich (Hill), C4M4v2
Thriving Talents, C4M1v2
time management, social media, C3M5
timing for achieving goals, C4M1
The Tipping Point (Gladwell), C4M4
touch points in relationships, managing, C3M6, C3M6v2
Traditionalist Generation, C3M1
trajectory of success, ownership of, C2M4
trying out different career fields, value of, C1M2v3, C1M6
2U, C1M5v2
U
uniqueness, communicating your, C3M1v3
United Nations
strategic development goals, C4M6
Sustainable Development Goals, C3M2
unknown, embracing the, C1M5
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V
values-based leadership, C4M5
value to the marketplace
assessing your, C2M1
creating leverage and negotiating, C3M3
See also Sculpting Your Value Proposition
venture capital, C4M2, C4M3
verbal learning style, C2M5
video introduction, creating, C1M1
vision
crafting your Ideal Life, C1M2
life plan goals, C1M2, C1M2v3
stages of visioning, C1M2
vision board, C1M2
vision board, C1M2
visualization in planning process, C4M4
visual learning style, C2M5
volunteer opportunities, C1M4, C1M6
vulnerability of online presence, C3M5
W
walking away, and negotiation leverage, C3M3
wants/desires, articulating your, C1M6
weaknesses and strengths, assessing, C2M1
Welsch, Galen, C4M5
Who You Are
importance in social impact leadership roles, C4M5v2
introducing yourself, C1M1, C3M1
life lessons, C1M1
overview, C1M1, C1M1v1
reinventing yourself into an authentic brand, C3M4
self-knowledge to work through mistakes, C1M1v2
sharing your story, C1M1, C3M1, C3M1v3, C3M2v2, C3M5
Will.i.am, C3M2
win-win scenario in negotiation, C3M3
work ethic, and employer expectations, C2M4
World Merit Pakistan, C4M5
writing as important soft skill, C2M4v3
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Y
Yap, Kalika Nacion, C4M3v2
Young Entrepreneurs Organization, C4M5
Z
Zori, Zohra, C4M4v3
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Exploring Your Potential™
Redefining Career Readiness

Thank you!
You are a vital part of Exploring Your Potential™ and we would like to hear from you.
Have any insights, challenges, or success stories you would like to share?
Please share with us!
Sincerely, The Exploring Your Potential™ Team.

ExploringYourPotential
#ExploringYourPotential #EYP

Visit ExploringYourPotential.com Today!
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